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Abstract. The ability to predict cognitive deterioration in patients with dementia holds valuable potential for clinical trials and
early intervention. This study identified cognitive domains deteriorating differentially over time as well as baseline predictors
of subsequent cognitive decline in patients referred to a memory clinic. Twenty-six subjects with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and
43 subjects with Subjective Memory Impairment (SMI) were entered into a longitudinal study in which cognitive function was
assessed at baseline and at 8-monthly intervals for 2 years, using a range of well-validated measures. Thirty-seven patients with
depression and 39 healthy controls were also longitudinally assessed. AD was associated with disproportionate deterioration
over time on general measures of cognitive function, multiple measures of mnemonic processing, mental fluency (letter and
category), and aspects of motor speed. SMI showed restricted relative cognitive deterioration on general measures of cognitive
function, on a subset of memory measures, and on letter but not category fluency. Secondary analysis showed that earliest
detectable ADAS-cog and MMSE decline in AD was at 16 months, while several specific neuropsychological indices were
sensitive as early as 8 months (graded naming test, semantic naming, and the category/letter fluency tests). In combination,
baseline/early changes in cognitive performance, alongside clinical measures, predicted 48% of disease progression over two
years in memory impaired patients as a whole. These findings have implications for identifying patients likely to benefit from
disease modifying agents, and for designing, powering, enriching, and implementing future clinical trials. Follow-up studies in
independent populations are needed to validate predictive algorithms identified.
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INTRODUCTION

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a chronic degenerative
disorder affecting almost 26.6 million people today,
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and whose prevalence is expected to quadruple by 2050
[1]. Dementia is prevalent, particularly with increas-
ing age [2], and is thought to contribute to 11.2% of
years lived with disability by people over the age of
60 years [3]. In the UK, it is estimated that approx-
imately 43% of prevalent cases require a high level
of care, with costs amounting to approximately £5.2
billion (US$8.4billion) per annum [4, 5].
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The identification of biomarkers capable of detect-
ing AD in the early stages, and of predicting the rate
and nature of cognitive deterioration, would be of con-
siderable social and economic importance with the
prospect of effective treatments that retard the pro-
gression of, or ameliorate, this devastating disease [6].
For example, it is estimated that if interventions could
delay both the disease onset and progression by even
1 year, there would be nearly 9.2 million fewer cases
of AD in 2050 [1]. Although a definite diagnosis of
AD has to be based on neuropathological features,
its early detection and subsequent assessment depends
on a combination of clinical, pathophysiological (i.e.,
amyloid PET scanning and cerebrospinal fluid levels
of amyloid-� and tau), and neuropsychological criteria
[6]. Objective biomarkers, such as neuropsychological
measures, would be valuable in drug development and
in clinical trials, for enabling recruitment of ‘enriched’
samples, and for determining appropriate sample sizes
to adequately power novel studies [7].

Accepted criteria for a diagnosis of probable AD
requires deficits in two or more areas of cogni-
tion, one of which must be memory, in addition
to other criteria based on neuropsychological tests
[8]. Neuropsychological tests, such as those in the
Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated Bat-
tery (CANTAB), have been validated in patients
with well-defined neurosurgical cortical excisions. The
main elements of CANTAB have already been tested
in probable (subsequently confirmed) cases of AD in a
memory clinic setting, including longitudinal follow-
up of some patients [9–12] and in a double blind,
placebo controlled trial of the acetylcholinesterase
inhibitor Tacrine [13]. The pattern of cognitive deficits
shown on CANTAB fits quite well with the gener-
ally accepted pattern of neural progression for the
disease. Thus, tests particularly sensitive to temporal
lobe (including hippocampal) damage are, generally
speaking, more sensitive to impairments in AD than
tests shown to be sensitive to frontal lobe dysfunction
[9, 10]. Normative data are available for many of these
tests from a large (n ≈ 800) sample of healthy com-
munity dwelling elderly volunteers and acceptable to
good test-retest reliability has been confirmed.

Though AD and its prodrome have been linked
extensively to neurocognitive dysfunction, less is
known regarding whether specific domains deteri-
orate over time, and whether there is differential
deterioration in people with these disorders, as com-
pared to the healthy population or to patients with
depression (which has itself been linked to cognitive
problems [14]) and potentially deleterious effects of

repeated mood episodes on neuropsychological func-
tion (particularly relating to hippocampal status) [15].
Depression often co-presents with dementia, making
clinical and neuropsychological disentanglement com-
plex in some cases [16].

The current paper reports results from a two year lon-
gitudinal study conducted in patients with AD, patients
with subjective memory problems not meeting AD
criteria (i.e., Subjective Memory Impairment, SMI),
patients with depression, and healthy controls. The
SMI group was recruited on the basis of self-reported
problems with memory rather than objective memory
deficits to provide a naturalistic sample for comparison
purposes. As such, it was felt that findings with respect
to any differential cognitive decline over time in this
group would be highly clinical relevant, including in
terms of proof-of-concept clinical trials. It should be
noted that our definition of SMI differs from that of
mild cognitive impairment (MCI). SMI refers to non-
demented patients with memory complaint; MCI refers
more selectively to non-demented patients with mem-
ory complaint, as well as normal activities of daily
living, normal general cognitive function, and abnor-
mal memory for age [17].

In previous reports based on this sample, it was
shown that baseline performance on a Paired Asso-
ciates Learning (PAL) memory test distinguished
patients with AD from patients with depression, and
from healthy control subjects [11]. Moreover, the entry
variables were capable of predicting development of
formal dementia in recruited SMI subjects over two
years [18]. Thus, risk factors associated with AD devel-
opment were older age at study entry, worse baseline
performance on a measure from the PAL test, and
worse baseline performance on the Graded Naming
Test. The current paper presents the full longitudinal
data from this study, and uses growth curve model-
ing to examine for differential deterioration of specific
cognitive measures over time in clinical groups of inter-
est compared to healthy volunteers. We also identify
composite measures capable of optimally predicting
overall neurocognitive decline over the study period.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study was conducted at the Memory
Clinic, Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, United
Kingdom. Participants were aged <80 years and had
no history of cerebrovascular events (including tran-
sient ischemic attacks or strokes), serious head injury
which required surgical intervention, and did not
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have vascular dementia, epilepsy, uncontrolled dia-
betes, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder or depression,
extrapyramidal signs, hallucinations, active treatment
for cancer, recent chronic treatment with benzodi-
azepines/neuroleptics/anticonvulsants or benzodiaz-
epines at the time of testing. Verbal IQ was assessed
using the National Adult Reading Test (NART) [19],
and depressive mood with the Geriatric Depression
Scale [20].

Patients with mild AD (n = 26), and patients with
subjective memory complaints (SMI, n = 43), entered
the study after diagnosis and preliminary clinical and
neuropsychological screening. Together, the AD and
SMI subjects comprised a sample of subjects present-
ing to memory clinic. AD was diagnosed according
to the NINCDS-ADRDA criteria and tests based on
them, including the Hachinski scale, Dementia Rating
Scale, Judgment of Line Orientation, Complex Fig-
ure Test, Object Matching (Unusual Views) and digit
span [8]. AD patients also received SPECT or CT scans
which were used together with other clinical features to
define possible exclusion criteria arising from non-AD
pathology (e.g., lobar atrophy, multi-infarct dementia,
Lewy body dementia) group. In the AD group, only
mild AD patients not fulfilling DSM-IV criteria for
depression were enrolled. In the SMI group, patients
with subjective memory complaints who did not ful-
fil the NINCDS-ADRDA criteria for AD, and who
were free from DSM-IV depressive disorders, were
enrolled.

Thirty-seven subjects meeting DSM-IV criteria for
Major Depressive Disorder and with MMSE scores
>24 were recruited from psychiatric departments in
Bury St. Edmunds and Cambridge (n = 37). In order to
provide comparator data and to identify cognitive func-
tions declining over time in normalcy, n = 39 healthy
controls free from DSM-IV diagnoses and subjective
memory complaints (with MMSE >24), were recruited
from amongst spouses and friends of patients, and
through an advertisement placed in the Alzheimer’s
Disease Society newsletter.

Neuropsychological assessment

Recruits were tested on a range of pen/paper and
computerized tests at baseline and then at 8-monthly
(±30 day) intervals for two years. Neuropsychologi-
cal tests are listed separately below along with a brief
description of each task and salient output variables.
Please refer to the citations for details of validation
and descriptions of the tasks.

Pen/paper tests

Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE)
This is a screening test for dementia. It gives a total

score of 0–30 [21].

ADAS-cog
A scale for assessing cognitive symptoms in AD.

The scores (maximum = 70) represent the number of
errors [22].

Wechsler Logical Memory
This test examines free recall of 2 story passages

after a 30 minute delay [23]. The maximum score,
representing total items recalled is 50. Higher scores
represent superior performance.

Baddeley doors test (doors recognition)
This is a test of 4-choice recognition of photographs

of doors (2 lists of 12). The maximum score is 24, with
higher scores representing better performance [24].

Graded Naming Test (GNT)
This test assesses object-naming ability [25]. Thirty

different line drawings are displayed, one at a time. The
subject must identify (i.e., name) the object depicted
in each drawing. The scores represent the number of
items correctly named (maximum = 30).

Semantic Naming Test
Subjects name line drawings, from 8 semantic

categories (e.g., vehicles – sledge, train. . .) (maxi-
mum = 64) [26].

Warrington Short Recognition Memory Test
(SRMT)

This is a 2-choice recognition test of visually pre-
sented words and photographs of male faces (list of 25
for each) [27]. The maximum scores are 25 for each
sub-test (words, faces).

Category and letter fluency tests
The category fluency test examines the ability to

spontaneously generate names of items from 3 cat-
egories, namely animals, fruit, and household items,
each in 60 seconds [28, 29]. The total score represents
total items named. Higher scores indicate superior per-
formance. The letter fluency test is similar except that
subjects must name items beginning with the letters F,
A, and S.
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Computerized tests

Delayed-Matching-To-Sample (DMS)
A 4-choice recognition test of abstract patterns shar-

ing color or pattern with distracters (10 trials at each
time delay). The key outcome variable is total correct
out of a maximum of 10 at the hardest 12-second delay
[9, 30].

Rapid Visual Information Processing (RVP)
RVP is a test of continuous performance and visual

sustained attention [31]. A white box appears in the
center of the computer screen, and digits from 2 to 9
appear in a pseudo-random order within the box at a
rate of 100 digits per minute. Subjects are requested
to detect target sequences of digits (i.e., 2-4-6, 3-5-7,
4-6-8) and to register responses using the press pad.
The key outcome variables are RVP A′ (representing
the ability to detect targets, range 0–1, with 1 repre-
senting perfect detection) and mean response latency.

Visuospatial Paired Associates Learning (PAL)
This test assesses visual memory and learning [9].

Boxes are displayed on the screen and are opened in a
randomized order. One or more boxes contain a pattern.
The patterns are then displayed in the middle of the
screen, one at a time, and the subject must touch the box
where the pattern was originally located. If the subject
makes an error, the patterns are re-presented to remind
the subject of their locations. The key outcome measure
is the total number of errors made, which is corrected to
take into account stages that were failed /not attempted.
Secondary measures are the number of stages passed
(maximum 8, with higher scores representing superior
performance), and total numbers of errors made on the
6-level (hard) difficulty stage.

Intra/Extra Dimensional set shift (IED)
IED is a test of the ability to acquire an attentional set

and show flexibility following negative feedback [32].
Two stimuli are presented on-screen on each trial, and
the subject has to learn the relevant stimulus dimen-
sion. The key outcome measure is the number of stages
successfully completed, out of a maximum of 9.

One Touch Stockings of Cambridge test (OTS)
This test examines the ability to plan a sequence

of ball movements on-screen in order to obtain a
goal arrangement predetermined by the computer [33].
Executive planning is assessed in terms of the number
of attempts taken to select the correct number of moves

needed at the 5-level difficult of the task. Higher scores
indicate worse performance.

Choice Reaction Time (5-choice reaction time,
CRT)

The CRT assesses speed of response to visual stim-
uli appearing on-screen [13], in one of five locations.
The two outcome variables are accuracy (total hits,
maximum 25) and mean response latency.

Pattern Recognition Memory (PRM)
This is a test of visual pattern recognition memory

in a 2-choice forced discrimination paradigm [9]. The
subject is presented with two series of 12 visual pat-
terns, presented one at a time. In the recognition phase,
the subject is required to choose between a pattern they
have already seen and a novel pattern. The key outcome
measure is the percentage of correct patterns chosen.
The key outcome measure is the percentage of patterns
correctly chosen.

Spatial Recognition Memory (SRM)
This is a 2-choice recognition test of locations of

white boxes on a computer screen (4 lists of 5) [9].
The key outcome variable is the percentage of correct
choices, with higher scores reflecting superior perfor-
mance.

Statistical methodology

Data were analyzed using the Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 15. Differences
in baseline characteristics between the groups were
assessed by one-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs)
with follow-up Least Significant Difference (LSD)
tests as appropriate. Changes in cognition over time
in the four groups of interest were explored by means
of random effects regression, including a group by
time interaction effect. In order to compare the rate
of change across conditions over the 24 months, a
random effect linear model was implemented using
the MIXED procedure within SPSS. A linear growth
model with a random effect of individual and slope was
developed for each of the outcomes, using the group
condition as a baseline factor in addition to a predic-
tor of slope. Multiple comparisons were minimized
by focusing only on primary measures from each task
of interest. Slope coefficients (group by time) interac-
tions were interpreted and compared across conditions
to assess differential rates of change. Advantages of
this approach are that it allows for the inclusion of
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individuals with partially missing data and that it is
natively suited for the assessment of slope as opposed
to mean change (as in an ANOVA). We also conducted
a secondary analysis to compare whether performance
deteriorated between baseline and follow-up time
points in each separate group, using within-subject
t-tests (these results are reported in the Supplementary
data, available online: http://www.j-alz.com/issues/
24/vol24-1.html#supplementarydata01). Significance
was defined as p < 0.05 uncorrected. Where data were
missing from the raw datasheets, no imputation for
missing data was made in SPSS unless otherwise
explicitly indicated – therefore, the current analysis
should be considered ‘per protocol’.

Multiple regression analyses were then conducted
in order to identify those combinations of cognitive,
clinical, and demographic variables that optimally
predicted ADAS-cog deterioration over 24 months
(including early change scores, i.e., the calculated dif-
ference in performance from baseline to the time point
in question). Since the aim was to identify ‘best possi-
ble’ predictive algorithms, both primary and secondary
measures from cognitive tasks were included in this
analysis. Analyses were conducted first in the com-
bined AD-SMI group and then in the AD and SMI
groups separately, using a step-wise approach.

Finally, a supplementary principal components anal-
ysis was used to explore the factor structure of baseline
variables. Underlying factors were identified by means
of maximal 25 iterations, with varimax rotation. The
number of factors for a given model was decided
on the basis of screen plot inspection. Factor anal-
ysis was deemed valid where the subject-to-variable
ratio was 3 : 1 or greater, and where the variable-to-
factor ratio was 3 or greater [34]. Minimal sample size
requirements necessitated that the principal compo-
nents analysis was restricted to the AD-SMI combined
group. Measures loading heavily on the identified
factors were defined as exhibiting a relationship of
r ≥ 0.70.

RESULTS

Baseline characteristics of the sample

As can be seen in Table 1, the study groups exhib-
ited mean ages in the order of 60–70 years. Depressed
patients were significantly younger than the three other
groups (p < 0.01), which did not differ from each
other for age (all p > 0.05). As expected, the depressed
group showed significantly higher Geriatric Depres-
sion Scale (GDS) scores than the three other groups

Table 1
Baseline demographic characteristics (mean, SD) of each study
group (AD = Alzheimer’s disease, SMI = Subjective Memory

Impairment, Depressed patients, Controls)

AD SMI Depression Controls

N 26 43 37 39
Age (yrs) 68.5 (8.2) 64.9 (9.1) 60.4 (8.3) 64.5 (8.7)
M : F 09 : 17 20 : 23 17 : 20 14 : 25
MMSE 21 (3) 27.8 (2.4) 28.2 (1.6) 29.2 (1.2)
ADAS-cog 22.2 (5.8) 11.2 (5.9) 9.3 (3.9) 6.7 (2.4)
NART-IQ 108.4 (10.1) 118.4 (7.2) 111.2 (9.5) 119.2 (7.7)
GDS 7.5 (4.7) 9.1 (5.4) 22 (5.7) 4.1 (2.7)

MMSE – Mini Mental State Examination; ADAS-cog – Alzheimer’s
Disease Assessment Scale, cognitive; NART-IQ – National Adult
Reading Test IQ; GDS – Geriatric Depression Scale.

(all p < 0.01). The AD and SMI groups also showed
significantly higher GDS scores than healthy volun-
teers (both p < 0.01) but the mean scores were beneath
threshold for clinically significant depression (mild
depression 10+; severe depression 20+). The groups
did not differ significantly on gender ratios [Chi-square
(df = 3) = 1.746, p > 0.10]. Of the AD patients, 4 were
receiving Donepezil at study entry, and 2 Rivastig-
mine. Of the SMI patients, 1 was receiving Donepezil
at study entry. Eleven SMI patients (26%) converted to
AD during the study period.

In terms of broad intellectual functioning, mean IQ
scores were all well above 100 for all the groups, with
AD patients exhibiting significantly lower IQs than the
SMI and healthy volunteer groups (both p < 0.01). The
depressed patients showed IQs comparable to the AD
group (p > 0.10), i.e., lower IQ scores than the SMI and
healthy control groups (both p < 0.01). On MMSE, AD
patients had lower scores than all three other groups (all
p < 0.01) as expected. SMI patients had lower MMSE
scores than healthy volunteers (p < 0.01) but did not
differ from the depressed patients (p > 0.10). With
respect to baseline ADAS-cog, AD patients showed
higher scores than all three other groups (all p < 0.01);
and the SMI and depressed groups showed higher
scores than the healthy volunteers (both p < 0.05).

Growth curve modeling

Figures 1 and 2 indicate mean performances for each
group for pen/paper and computerized tests respec-
tively (see Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary
Figures 1 and 2 for full data, including subgroups
of SMI who did and did not convert]. Results of the
growth curve analysis are presented in Table 2, which
indicates mean trajectory differences between each
clinical group and the healthy controls (left columns)

http://www.j-alz.com/issues/24/vol24-1.html%23supplementarydata01
http://www.j-alz.com/issues/24/vol24-1.html%23supplementarydata01
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Fig. 1. Performance on pen/paper measures over time in each group. X-axis corresponds to months since baseline, y-axis to performance
measure.
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Fig. 2. Performance on computerised measures over time in each group. X-axis corresponds to months since baseline, y-axis to performance
measure.
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Table 2
Summary of growth curve analysis

Task Deviation in slope (condition by time) coefficient (Est (SE))* Significant comparisons of slope

Alzheimer’s SMI Depressed Controls (numbers refer to groups; plain
font p < 0.05, bold font p < 0.01)

Global cognitive function
ADAS-cog 3.92 (0.42) 0.88 (0.34) 0.17 (0.35) – 1v2, 1v3, 1v4, 2v3, 2v4
MMSE −1.84 (0.26) −0.48 (0.21) −0.32 (0.22) – 1v2, 1v3, 1v4, 2v4

Recognition
Warrington SRMT words −0.35 (0.28) −0.19 (0.23) 0.26 (0.24) – No sig. differences
Warrington SRMT faces −1.13 (0.28) −0.34 (0.23) 0.14 (0.24) – 1v2, 1v3, 1v4, 2v3
PRM −1.82 (0.97) −0.45 (0.79) −0.68 (0.83) – No sig. differences
SRM −0.95 (1.10) −1.18 (0.91) −0.54 (0.95) – No sig. differences
Doors recognition −1.93 (0.31) −0.78 (0.25) −0.36 (0.26) – 1v2, 1v3, 1v4, 2v4
DMS (correct, 12 s delay) −6.16 (1.93) −4.12 (1.56) −2.30 (1.66) – 1v4, 2v4

Cued/free recall
Logical memory (30 min) −1.20 (0.47) −1.29 (0.39) −0.92 (0.41) – 1v4, 2v4, 3v4
PAL (stages passed) −0.10 (0.08) −0.05 (0.07) 0.16 (0.07) – 1v3, 2v3, 3v4
PAL (6-pattern errors) 1.04 (0.90) 0.24 (0.74) 0.83 (0.78) – 1v3
PAL (total errors) 6.24 (1.95) 4.45 (1.59) −1.60 (1.68) – 1v2, 1v3, 1v4, 2v3, 2v4
Semantic naming/fluency
Graded naming test −1.06 (0.28) −0.01 (0.23) 0.29 (0.24) – 1v2, 1v3, 1v4
Semantic naming −2.40 (0.28) −0.14 (0.23) −0.28 (0.24) – 1v2, 1v3, 1v4
Category fluency −4.42 (1.98) −1.39 (1.63) −0.40 (1.71) – 1v3, 1v4

Divided attention
5-choice RTI (accuracy) −0.27 (0.16) −0.19 (0.13) −0.02 (0.13) – No sig. differences
5-choice RTI (latency, m sec) −0.25 (0.16) −0.17 (0.13) 0.02 (0.13) – #

Sustained attention
RVP (A′) 0.002 (0.004) 0.002 (0.003) 0.008 (0.003) – 2v3, 3v4
RVP (latency, m sec) 30.6 (12.5) −1.9 (9.9) −5.6 (10.4) – 1v2, 1v3, 1v4

Executive function
Letter fluency −4.37 (0.9) −1.59 (7.6) −0.64 (0.79) – 1v2, 1v3, 1v4, 2v4
IED (stages completed) −0.19 (0.19) −0.22 (0.16) 0.03 (0.16) – #
OTS (attempts, 5 moves) −0.26 (0.15) <−0.001 −0.02 (0.07) – No sig. differences

# Negative residual variance in the model estimates, indicating possible model over fit.

and significant pairwise differential rates of change
between groups (right column). Findings are discussed
in more detail below.

Pen/paper tests

Slope of change differed significantly between AD
and all other groups on the ADAS-cog and MMSE.
This was attributable to deterioration in AD versus
all other groups over time. Patients with SMI exhib-
ited significantly different gradients on both measures
compared to healthy volunteers over time, again due to
relative deterioration over time in patients. Depressed
patients did not differ significantly from healthy volun-
teers on ADAS-cog and MMSE rates of change. SMI
differed on slope for ADAS-cog but not MMSE versus
depressed subjects.

On the Wechsler Logical Memory test, gradient of
change differed significantly from healthy volunteers
for AD, SMI, and depressed patients. The three clin-
ical groups did not show a differential rate of change
compared to each other. While the healthy controls
numerically improved on logical memory over time,
the other groups tended to remain static or to dete-

riorate. For Baddeley doors recognition, AD cases
differed significantly from all other groups on slope
of change over time. SMI differed significantly from
healthy controls on this measure, while depressed
patients did not differ significantly from healthy partic-
ipants. While door recognition numerically decreased
over time in AD, other groups showed increased scores,
but to a lesser degree in SMI compared to depressed
patients and controls. For the GNT, AD cases showed
significantly different slope of change versus all other
groups, due to deterioration over time (other groups
were relatively stable or improved numerically). The
same pattern of results was found on the Semantic
Naming test. For the Warrington Short Recognition
Memory Test, an interesting dissociation was found
between performance on word and face stimuli. For
word stimuli, there were no differential rates of change
over time between any groups. For face stimuli, AD
cases differed significantly from all other groups on
gradient of change. SMI differed significantly from
depressed cases but not from controls. While word
recognition was relatively stable over time in all
groups, face recognition numerically declined over
time in the AD patients and to a lesser degree in the SMI
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patients, while depressed patients and controls were
stable or numerically increased their performance over
time. On category fluency, AD differed significantly
from healthy controls and depressed patients on rates of
change. SMI and depressed patients did not differ from
healthy controls on the slope of change. While cate-
gory fluency reduced over time in AD, performance
was relatively stable in the other groups overall. For
letter fluency, AD differed significantly on slope ver-
sus all other groups. SMI patients differed significantly
from healthy controls but not from depressed patients.
Depressed cases did not differ significantly from the
healthy controls on this measure. Patients with AD
deteriorated over time while other groups were stable
or improved performance somewhat.

Computerized tests

On the DMS test measure, slopes of change in AD
and SMI groups differed significantly from the healthy
volunteers. Depressed patients did not differ signifi-
cantly from healthy recruits on this measure. AD and
SMI declined overall, numerically, while depressed
patients and controls were stable or improved. For
the RVP test of sustained attention A′ measure, slope
of change differed significantly between SMI and
depressed groups; and between depressed and healthy
control groups. This was due to relatively steeper
improvement over time in depressed cases versus
SMI and healthy control groups. For RVIP latency to
respond, slope of change differed significantly between
AD and all other groups, who did not differ from
each other on this measure. AD cases showed steeper
lengthening of reaction times over time than the other
groups. On PAL total errors, patients with AD dif-
fered significantly from all other groups on rate of
change. Patients with SMI differed significantly from
depressed patients and healthy recruits, who did not
differ significantly from each other on this measure.
Findings were attributable to increased errors over time
in AD and SMI with relative stability or reductions
in errors over time in the depressed patients and in
the controls. On the OTS test of executive planning,
rates of change in performance over time did not dif-
fer significantly between any of the groups; it can be
seen graphically nonetheless that AD patients initially
required numerically more moves to obtain correct
solutions, and that their performance normalized to
that of the other groups over time. Other groups were
likely at ceiling. No differential change over time was
found for CRT accuracy, PRM, and SRM performance.
On the latency measure from CRT, there was negative
residual variance in the model, i.e., group comparisons

on slope were not reported. Descriptively, AD patients
were increasingly numerically slower on the task over
time, while other groups were relatively stable.

Baseline predictors of subsequent ADAS-cog
deterioration

Combined AD-SMI group
A model was identified that accounted for

approximately 50% of the variance in two year
ADAS-cog deterioration in the AD-SMI group
[F(3,33) = 10.148, p < 0.001; R square = 0.480,
adjusted R square = 0.433]. Two year ADAS-cog
decline was predicted by: 23.886 − (1.481 × Baseline
PAL stages passed) − (1.265 × Baseline IED stages
passed) + (0.425 × Early change ADAS-cog score)
(see Supplementary data for breakdown of beta
coefficients and other measures for each predictive
variable).

AD group
No models approached useful predictive signifi-

cance (the most significant model accounted only for
16% of the variance).

SMI group
A model was identified that accounted for

approximately 60% of the variance in two year
ADAS-cog deterioration [F(5,37) = 10.929, p < 0.001;
R square = 0.596, adjusted R square = 0.542]. Two-
year ADAS-cog deterioration was predicted by:
2.630 + (3.221 × sex [1 = male, 2 = female]) + (0.182
× PAL 6-stage errors early change score) + (0.679 ×
ADAS-cog early change score) − (0.087 × Baseline
spatial recognition memory) − (75.955 × Early
change RVP A′ score).

DISCUSSION

This study evaluated cognitive function over two
years in AD, SMI, depressed patients and healthy
controls, using a comprehensive neuropsychological
battery of tests. We identified selective differential rates
of change in performance between study groups using
growth curve modeling on a subset of the cognitive
domains assessed. Further, we identified a combination
of clinical and cognitive measures (at baseline, and at
8-months) that successfully predicted approximately
50% of the variance in two year ADAS-cog deteriora-
tion in patients referred to memory clinic (combined
AD-SMI sample); and 60% of the variance when the
SMI patients were considered alone.
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Differential and selective cognitive change over
time

The selection of appropriate tests and sample sizes
for interventional trials in patients with AD and pro-
dromal memory problems necessitates knowledge of
cognitive measures that are differentially sensitive to
the deterioration over time and disease progression.
The findings from this study can be used to formu-
late power calculations in such future interventional
studies, and to determine whether change in an indi-
vidual’s performance is outside what would ordinarily
be expected. In this study, selective deterioration across
multiple cognitive domains occurred in AD and in SMI
groups relative to healthy volunteers, and in most cases
relative to people with depression too. This is impor-
tant since it is conceivable that some of the cognitive
deterioration reported in previous AD literature could
have been attributable to deleterious effects of depres-
sive episodes on brain function rather than effects of
the pathophysiology of AD itself.

AD was characterized by disproportionate deteri-
oration over time on general measures of cognitive
function (ADAS-cog, and MMSE), multiple measures
of mnemonic processing (Warrington face recognition,
doors recognition, delayed matching to sample, Logi-
cal memory, PAL, GNT, semantic naming), and aspects
of motor speed (RVIP latency to respond). Interest-
ingly, disproportionate deterioration over time was not
seen for more abstract pattern recognition memory or
spatial recognition memory, suggesting that difficul-
ties may be restricted to aspects of memory that are
challenging (e.g., PAL), or related to the types of stim-
uli likely to be experienced in day-to-day life. Aspects
of mental fluency also deteriorated disproportionately
in AD (category and letter fluency), while executive
function (OTS and RVIP sustained attention) did not
deteriorate disproportionately versus controls.

SMI cases showed a more restricted pattern of rel-
ative cognitive deterioration versus healthy volunteers
over time than AD. Specifically, they showed dis-
proportionate deterioration on general measures of
cognitive function (ADAS-cog, MMSE), on a subset of
memory measures (doors recognition, delayed match-
ing to sample, logical memory), and on letter but not
category fluency.

In regard to measures deteriorating earliest, sec-
ondary analysis (see Supplement online Figure 3)
indicated that the earliest detectable ADAS-cog and
MMSE decline in AD (in terms of significant change
compared to group baseline) was at 16 months while
several specific neuropsychological indices were sen-

sitive to decline as early as 8 months. Tests found to
be sensitive to decline at 8-months were the graded
naming test (GNT), semantic naming, and the cate-
gory/letter fluency tests. These findings are preliminary
given that this was a secondary analysis.

In a longitudinal study assessing cognition every
6-months over two years, profound deterioration on
PAL was evident from 6-months onwards in the group
of participants with Questionable Dementia (QD) [35].
In QD recruits with PAL deterioration, all converted
to probable dementia by the study end point. In our
study, we found some deterioration on PAL measures
over time in SMI participants who did convert (mean
increase of approximately 30 PAL total-errors over two
years), but to a numerically lesser degree than that seen
in this prior work (mean increase of approximately
100 PAL total-errors in the prior study, over a similar
time frame). This discrepancy could stem from differ-
ences in methodologies (e.g., recruitment and inclusion
criteria) between the two studies.

It is important to consider several potential limita-
tions. Data were analyzed per protocol, so attrition of
cases may have led to an underestimation of true cogni-
tive decline occurring in the clinical samples. Dropout
rates were 10–30% in the current study, highest in
the AD group. In a previous two year observational
cohort study of patients newly referred to dementia
clinics, dropout was 55% overall [36]. In a two year
cohort study of patients with AD, dropout was ∼40%
[37]. Clinical trials in MCI have reported all cause
dropout rates of ∼30–40% across similar timeframes
[38]. Therefore, dropout rates reported here com-
pare favorably with other studies. We did not assess
specific reasons for dropout. Previous data suggest
important factors in the context of AD include refusal,
death, institutionalization, and loss to follow-up [37].
Dropout may have introduced bias, for example, those
recruits most likely to show cognitive deterioration
may have been the most likely to drop out from the
study.

Another potential limitation is that the conversion
rate in SMI was relatively low (26%), suggesting that
some subjects in this group comprised ‘worried well’,
i.e., persons with apparent subjective memory com-
plaints that were not associated with gross underlying
pathology. Decline in this group may have been lim-
ited by selecting subjects at enrolment with subjective
as opposed to objective memory impairment, without
corroboration by an informant. This would have dimin-
ished the ability to detect deterioration associated with
the prodromal stages of disease, in the SMI group as a
whole. Consequentially, the SMI group was somewhat
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heterogeneous, and these findings may not generalize
to other studies using different recruitment methods
(e.g., objective rather than subjective memory impair-
ment criteria at entry for those with memory problems
not fulfilling full criteria for AD). The inclusion of a
depression control group was useful for showing rel-
ative stability of cognition over time in this group;
however, depressed subjects showed lower IQ than
the AD subjects; this may reflect bias attributable to
the different recruitment sources used for these two
groups. Lastly, six AD patients took cholinesterase
inhibitors during the study; the current study was nei-
ther designed nor powered to evaluate effects of these
medications on cognition.

Predicting two year decline in ADAS-cog

This study sought to identify potential predictors of
ADAS-cog deterioration in AD and SMI subjects. The
analyses in the AD-SMI group are likely to be more
representative of those reporting to memory clinic
than assessment of either subgroup alone. Combined
group analysis also provides greater power to detect
predictors.

The ability to predict the likelihood of AD and SMI
subjects showing deterioration on ADAS-cog over
time (and/or the magnitude of such deterioration), on
the basis of baseline and early (8-month) changes in
performance, would be extremely valuable for sample
enrichment. Best fit models of 24-month ADAS-cog
deterioration were generated by entering all baseline
and early change scores into multiple regression anal-
yses. When considering the combined AD-SMI group,
50% of the variance in ADAS-cog deterioration was
successfully accounted for by a model comprising
baseline performance on PAL (stages passed) and the
IED test (stages passed), along with 8-month deterio-
ration scores for ADAS-cog. The best-fit model for the
AD group alone was somewhat less efficient, account-
ing for only 16% of the variance. In the SMI subjects,
60% of the variance in ADAS-cog deterioration was
accounted for by a model including gender (females,
worse outcome), PAL (6-stage errors), baseline spa-
tial recognition memory, and early change scores for
ADAS-cog and RVP A prime. The current findings
may not generalize to other subject samples/studies.
There are potential limitations of such modeling, e.g.,
overfit. Given the pilot nature of this study, trials
of these algorithms in separate populations will be
required in order to validate them. Also, the inclusion
of early change scores implies the need to study sub-
jects for a time before formally enrolling them into

a clinical trial; this represents a potential pragmatic
limitation.

Now that these salient variables have been identified,
future interventional studies could hone in on spe-
cific baseline/early displayed features of study recruits
likely to maximize the ability to show benefits of novel
agents. Future studies could seek to validate the for-
mulae in independent memory clinic samples, to see
if it is capable of successfully predicting ADAS-cog
deterioration on the basis of baseline and early change
scores.

Summary

This paper comprises a rich dataset from a two-year
longitudinal study in patients with memory dysfunc-
tion, along with depressive and healthy control groups.
It represents a valuable source of information for guid-
ing the selection of appropriately sensitive and reliable
cognitive measures in future AD/SMI interventional
studies; for powering of such studies; for defining what
constitutes unexpectedly good or poor outcomes in
individuals; and, potentially, for enriching samples.
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